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VI

M. Annette Harder

INTERTEXTUALITY
IN CALLIMACHUS' AETIA

1. Introduction

It has long been noticed that the character of Callimachus'

poetry is highly intertextual. When, for instance, one reads the
modern commentaries on the Hymns it becomes abundantly
clear that there are many reminiscences of earlier poetry. Besides,

some studies have appeared recently which focus on
Callimachus' reception of a particular poet or genre1. These works
contain many important observations and have created a basis

for further research. They present a picture of Callimachus as an

ingenious and innovative poet, playing with texts and genres in
a highly sophisticated and scholarly way. A drawback, however,
is that if one studies the reception of one particular author or
genre in Callimachus it is difficult to achieve an overall picture
of what exactly the effect on the reader of all the allusions taken

together could be2. In the present study I intend to address that
question and to investigate whether and, if so, to what extent

1

E.g. H. Reinsch-Werner, Callimachus Hesiodicus Die Rezeption der hesio-

dischen Dichtung durch Kalhmachos von Kyrene (Berlin 1976); Th. FUHRER, Die
Auseinandersetzung mit den Chorlyrikern in den Epimkien des Kallimachos (Basel/
Kassel 1992)

2 For a discussion of the function of generic allusions in the Aetia from this
angle see M.A. HARDER, "'Generic games' in Callimachus' Aetia in Genre in
Hellenistic Poetry, ed. by M.A. HARDER, R.F. ReGTUIT, G.C. WaKKER, Hellenis-
tica Groningana 3 (Groningen 1998), 95-113.
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the allusions to earlier texts in the Aetia can be said to provide
the reader with extra information, which adds to his
understanding of the text, and whether one may conclude that the
allusions are not just manifestations of virtuosity, but also have

the purpose of steering the reader's reception3. In dealing with
this question I shall focus on two aspects (which may sometimes

partly overlap): (1) Callimachus' presentation of the
stories: here one may wonder whether the allusions help the reader

to acquire extra information about e.g. the presentation of the
characters, the description or evaluation of particular situations,
or the narrative sequence of the story; (2) Metapoetic and

programmatic aspects: here one may investigate whether the
allusions help to create a certain impression of the poet's interests
and views of poetry or of his role in society. The first point to
be addressed, however, is the question what one may regard as

an allusion.

2. Criteria for allusions

Generally speaking one can speak of intertextuality whenever

one text is making use of another, earlier text in some way and
it has been argued by scholars like Julia Kristeva that in fact this
applies to all texts at all times, because all texts are in fact a

mosaic of earlier texts. This view, however, is not helpful for the

present investigation and I therefore shall restrict myself here to
one aspect of intertextuality, i.e. the creative use of earlier texts
which may help the reader to attribute meaning to the new text,
for which I shall use the term allusion4.

3 For reasons of space I have limited myself to the Aetia, but it would be
useful to extend this investigation to Callimachus' other works. For some
interesting observations in this respect see e.g. Callimachus. The Fifth Hymn. Ed. by
A.W. Bulloch (Cambridge 1985), 49ff.; A. Kerkhecker, Callimachus' Book of
Iambi (Oxford 1999), 261f.

4 I shall not go further into the theoretical complexities of this subject here,
but refer the reader to earlier treatments of it like G.B. CONTE, The Rhetoric of
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In the Aetia one can distinguish several ways in which earlier
texts may be alluded to: on the one hand there are allusions to
specific passages in earlier authors, on the other hand there are
certain aspects of literary technique which recall an earlier

literary genre or author in general, without referring the reader to
a specific passage (like, e.g., a Homeric simile or a Pindaric
breaking off-formula). In the third place there are passages where
the reader seems to be invited to consult other texts for further
information on a specific point (like, e.g., a part of the story
which is not told in the text). Among the criteria by which one

may detect such allusions the following are important: (1) explicit
references to another author; (2) quotations; (3) the use of the

same (rare or unusual) words or hapaxes; (4) the use of literary
devices which may be considered as typical of a certain author
or genre; (5) references to material which was part of the literary
or scholarly tradition. An important factor for the interpretation
of the allusion is the context in which it appears in combination
with the context in the intertext, which may provide a clue for
interpreting the allusion in a way which adds to the meaning of
the new text.

This list of criteria provides a certain guideline, but
obviously an element of subjectivity cannot be excluded and one
should constantly be aware of the danger of speculation or
over-interpretation. Besides, because of the fragmentary state
of the transmission of Greek literature many allusions may
now escape our notice, so that it is hard to establish a complete

picture, while, on the other hand, we may seem to detect

meaningful allusions to rare words or expressions which would
turn out to be much more common if we had more Greek
texts.

Imitation. Genre and Poetic Memory in Virgil and Other Latin Poets (Ithaca 1986);
Genres and Readers (Baltimore 1994), 13Iff.; S. Hinds, Allusion and Intertext
(Cambridge 1998). On the concept of the 'ideal reader' see the discussion at the
end of this paper.
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3. Intertextuality and the presentation of the stories in the Aetia

A survey of the allusions in the Aetia interpreted in their context

shows that Callimachus often uses this means to assist the

presentation of the stories. Important elements like the
characterization of the main character of a story, descriptions of
situations or the character's reaction to them, or even the narrative

sequence are to a certain extent left to be discovered by the
reader by means of his own knowledge of the texts and passages

to which he is referred. Thus the reader is provided with a set

of clues and invited to work hard if he wants to get access to the

full story. The following examples may illustrate this point5.

3.1. Characterization

In several instances we can observe that although Callimachus
offers a brief description of somebody's character the picture
can be completed and, in fact, turns out to be more complex
if the reader takes into account the allusions to earlier texts.
A good example of this technique is fr. 67,1-3:

AÜTop "Epcop Axov-rtov, OTnto-re xaXvji.
7]i0£TO KuShnryy notic. em 7tap0ev(.xy)(.,

teyv/)v — oü yap oy' ectxs TtoXuxporop —
"Eros himself taught Acontius his art, when the boy burnt
with love for the beautiful girl Cydippe — for he was not very
clever —"

Here we find a brief indication of what Acontius was not,
including an allusion to earlier texts, which the reader has to
remember in order to fully appreciate Acontius' character and
its effects on this story. Through the use of the adjective
TtoXuxpoTO? the reader is invited to regard Acontius as the opposite

of the epic hero Odysseus, i.e. as a none too clever hero of

5 Here as in the following chapters I shall discuss only some significant examples.

For a more complete survey I refer to my forthcoming commentary on the
Aetia.
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an elegiac love-story, who may find it hard to help himself,
because (1) it recalls 0d.\,\ avSpa pot evvera:, Mouaoc, 7roXuxpo7tov

(vd. TtoXuxpoxov according to 2 Ax.Nu. 2606), which characterizes

Odysseus quite emphatically as a clever and resourceful hero

at the beginning of the Odyssey, (2) it recalls Hes. fr. 198,3 utop
Aaepxoco TCoXuxpoTtx pyjSea etScop, where TuoXuxpoxop is used in a

similar context of courtship to describe Odysseus' character
when he tries to acquire Helen as his wife in a rather circumspect

way and sends messages to Helen's brothers instead of
presents, because he is aware that in that respect he cannot beat the
wealthy Menelaus. The reader who recalls this passage may start
wondering whether the art which Eros will teach Acontius
will imply similar tricks and whether he will be successful (as

Odysseus was not in his attempt for Helen).
The picture may be further complicated because 7uoXuxpoxop

could be interpreted as clever' (as in Hes. fr. 198,3) or as 'noisy'
(as in Hom.h. 19,37 TtoXuxpoxov, sc. Pan), and thus may be

related to other descriptions of Odysseus' character like E. Cycl.
104 xpoxaXov Spipu. At this point of Callimachus' narrative the
notion of noise does not yet seem relevant, but it becomes more
so when one reads on, as it turns out that the trick which Eros
teaches Acontius can take place in complete silence on Acontius'

part: Eros tells him to throw an apple at Cydippe with the

inscription "I swear to Artemis that I shall marry Acontius" and
when Cydippe has read this aloud she is bound by oath to marry
Acontius, so that his eventual success is certain. Thus we see

that the epithet TtoXuxpoxop may provide the well-read reader

with several clues to get a picture of Acontius' character and to
develop certain expectations concerning the sequel of the story.

Elsewhere in the Aetia we find examples of the same
technique. A good example is the characterisation of Molorcus in the
Victoria Berenices, in which allusions to specific passages as well

6 As the date of this variant is not known we cannot be certain that
Callimachus and his original readers could know it, but the notion that they did so is

attractive. For further discussion of the adjectives and the status of the variant see

A. PARDINI, "Aconzio non era ra>?ajxpoTo<;", in SIFC S.III 9 (1991), 57-70.
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as generic allusions help to create a certain picture. Early in the

story Molorcus seems to be related to the character of the faithful

swineherd Eumaeus in the Odyssey by means of the description

of the circumstances of Heracles' first arrival at his home
in SH 257,15ff. This passage contains some reminiscences of
Od.I4,5ff, where the farmyard of Eumaeus is described; for
SH 257,15f. aoXefijv mxp' ay[epSov ] | s^spucr' sppodofu one

may compare Od. 14,10 (SetpaTo) puxoimv Xazaai xocl 10ptyxcocrev

(sc. Eumaeus) dcysp&coi ("with quarried stones, and he set wild
pear-wood on top" Stanford; the object is the ocüXrj | u^Xt) of
Od.l4,5f.). But the passage and its sequel may be reminiscent
of Odysseus' reception by Eumaeus in more than this respect,
because e.g. (1) as Molorcus complains about the lion, who
prevents him from offering Heracles a proper meal in SH257,20ffi,
so Eumaeus utters repeated complaints about the suitors who eat
his pigs and prevent him from entertaining Odysseus in a proper
manner (Od.l4,17ff.; 37ff; 55ffi; 80ffi); (2) as Molorcus curses
the lion in SH 257,20f., so in Od.I4,68f. cbp wcpsXX' 'EXfvyjp
aTCO cpüXov oXsaOou | Ttpoyvu Eumaeus curses Helen as the
ultimate cause of his misery. These reminiscences add an epic
dimension to the story, and may serve to characterize Molorcus
as a helpful and trustworthy peasant, while Odysseus on the
brink of success and rehabilitation may be a foil for the young
Heracles starting on his first labour.

Later in the story we find some generic allusions through
which Molorcus' in his battle against the mice, who invade his

cottage, acquires the dimensions of a (mock-)epic hero; cf.
SH 259,5ff.:

äoTY)p S' eüt'] ap' IjxeXXe ßocov coro piacraßa [Xucteiv

aüXtop], [op SuOjprjv eIctiv ott' rtz~klws

]a>p xsivop 'Ocpiovt§Y)!.<n cpa£tv[£i
jOewv toich raxXaio-repotp,
]X7]pt 0Vp7]V* 0 §' O-' ExXuEV

d>p otcot' 6x\i]7)p7]p ioc£ in oöp IXacpou
(Txjvpvop, [pfiXXfE] pev Oct(jov axouepEv, 9jxa S' eX[e^£v:

"And when the evening-star, who comes at sunset, was about to
loosen the yoke from the oxen... <there was a noise at the door>,
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and when he heard the sound, he, like when a lion's whelp roared
at the ear of a frightened deer, waited just long enough to listen
and then spoke softly..."

In SH 259,5ff. we find the kind of time-indication which is

well-known from epic poetry, where the onset of evening is

described in terms of the ending of the day's labour7. In many
of these passages, however, the picture of rest from labour in the
time-indication is contrasted with the efforts of the epic heroes,
who throw themselves into the battle at that very moment.
In the same way here too the rest from labour is contrasted with
the efforts of Molorcus, whose battle with the mice is about to
begin, and thus he appears as an 'epic' hero. Immediately after
this a brief Homeric simile illustrates Molorcus' reaction when
he hears the mice at his door: the old farmer is compared to a

deer frightened by the roaring of a lion's whelp, and this recalls

the deer-similes in the Iliad, where deer appear as the frightened

victims of a stronger animal, which either fly or stand

stupified8. Therefore the simile may lead the reader to expect the

same reaction from Molorcus, but this turns out differently as

Molorcus knows very well how to fight his opponents.

3.2. Descriptions and evaluations of situations

Sometimes the reader of the Aetia may expect a description
of a certain situation and the characters' reaction to it, as in the

story of Acontius and Cydippe when, finally, the wedding is

7 Cf. e.g. II. ll,86ff. and 16,779fl; Od. 12,439ff.; Hom.h. 5,168f.; Call. Hec.

fr.238,19f. 18,5f. Hollis) and 260,63ff. 74,22ff. Hollis); Apoll.Rh.
3,1340f£; 4,1629ff.; Hor. carm. 3,6,4Iff. sol ubi... luga demeret bobus fatigatis.
For more examples see W. BUHLER, Die Europa des Moscbos (Wiesbaden 1960),
21 OF.; H. FRAENKEL, Noten zu den Argonautika des Apollonios (München 1968),
141 and 612; A.S. Hollis on CALL. Hec. fr.74,23.

8 Cf. e.g. II. 4,243ff. (Agamemnon to his soldiers:) xicpG' outmi; tatyjte
T£07)7TOT£^ Tj'JTC VsßpOl, j CX!,' t' £7TeI OUV eXOCpiOV 7toA£Op TCsStOtO 0£OU<7Oa, | EITCiA. OuS'

apa Tip acpi (xetoc tppeal ylyvsrai ülsct}, 11,113f£, where a lion kills the deer's

offspring while the mother is flying.
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taking place (fr. 75,42f.) and Acontius is allowed to enjoy his

wedding-night. Instead of this fr. 75,44-50 contains only some
speculation about Acontius' feelings during the wedding-night,
which includes references to material which may have been part
of the literary or scholarly tradition and seems to allow for
interpretation at various levels:

ou as Soxsw TTjjxoÜTOi;, 'Axovtie, vuxto<; exeIvy)p
ävTt xe, T7)i (xiTpyji; Tcapdevlrjt;,

01) (TCpUpOV 'IcptxXElOV ETClTpEyOV aCTTayUEOCTtV
oi>8' a KeXaiv(T7)c; EXTeaTtcrro MtSr)?

Ss^aafiai, tj;Y]cpou 8' av ep.7)p e7up.apTOpe? stsv

oixtvep oi) yaXenol vyjiSep elcsi 0eou.

ex 8s yapou xstvoto piy' ouvopa piXXs v£Ea0ac

"I do not think, Acontius, that at that time you would have

accepted the ankle of Iphiclus, who ran on top of the corn-ears,
or the possessions of Midas of Celaenae instead of that night,
in which you touched her maiden girdle; and witnesses in
favour of my judgment would be those who are not ignorant of
the harsh god. But from that marriage a grand name was to
result".

Here the reader is invited to share the narrator's speculations
about the feelings of Acontius during his wedding-night and as

points of reference he is reminded of Iphiclus and Midas, whose
fate Acontius would not prefer to his own. Callimachus' text
indicates that Iphiclus was an extremely fast runner, which
suggests the notion of an enviable top-sporter9, and suggests that
Midas was very rich, although his words a. IxTeaTicrro are not
explicit. The passage as a whole is reminiscent of the priamels
in Tyrt. fr. 12,1 ff. West, in which a long list of qualities, including

speed in 4 (odd' el vixcIkt] 0ecov ©pvyxtov Boperjv and
riches in 6 (ou8' el tcXoutoiy] Mt8eo> xai Ktvupew paXiov,

9 Iphiclus, the son of Phylacus, is first mentioned as a competent runner in
II. 23,636 "IqxxXov Se rcoSscrar!. TOXpsSpapov eaOXov sovxa. The fact that he could
run upon the cornears without damaging them is first mentioned in Hes. fr.62

axpov stt' avÖsptxtov xaprcov Oesv oüSe xaxexAa, | aXX1 iid rcupapivcov a0epcov Spo-

paaaxe 7t68s<T(Tiv | xal ou criveaxexo xapuov.
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serves as a foil for valour in war, and Sapph. fr. 16,Iff., where
horsemen, infantry and ships serve as a foil for love. We cannot
be certain that Callimachus alludes directly to Tyrtaeus, as it is

easily conceivable that this kind of topos was used more often in
texts now lost10, but, if he did, the transposition of two of his

examples from a context of war to an erotic context and the
fact that he changed the example of quickness from Boreas to
Iphiclus may be of some significance. Thinking along these lines
Reinsch-Werner (n.l), 368f. observed that one should perhaps
bear in mind that neither Iphiclus nor Midas was an
unambiguous example, as Iphiclus suffered from sterility and Midas'
wish that everything he touched turned into gold threatened to
kill him. It is conceivable that Callimachus' brief indications
referred his readers to texts which dealt with these aspects of
Iphiclus and Midas (although for Midas the evidence allows no
firm conclusions11) and placed the examples in a doubtful light.
Thus readers might start to question the joys ofAcontius'
wedding-night, as the suggestion that Acontius would not want to
change it for the position of a man who was suffering from
infertility or threatened by starvation would be consistent with
a low standard of pleasure indeed. For this kind of reader the

mention of the offspring in fr. 75,50 would come as a relief, but
for the reader who accepted both examples at face-value it would

appear as a logical consequence of a glorious wedding-night.

10 After Callimachus cf e g [THEOC] 8,53ff (x/) poi yöcv IIsAo-reoi;, pr) poi
Kpolcrsia TaXavra | zi'i\ z/zi'K pycft 7tp6a0E Geelv avepcov | aXX' at.cyop.ai ayxap
eycov tu, PROP l,8,33ff etc.

11 The story of Iphiclus' sterility and its cure by Melampus was probably also

mentioned in the Victoria Berenices (SH 260A,5-6) and could therefore be fresh

in the mind of a reader of a complete edition of the Aetia. Besides, the phrasing
ocpupöv 'IcptxXeiov recalls Od 11,290 ßiy)c; 'IcpixX/jeiyjp and 296 (nom from the

story of Melampus' acquisition of the cattle of Iphiclus and may draw the reader's

attention to that story, for other earlier evidence of this story cf e.g. PHERECYD

FGrHist 3 F 33 (with Jacoby ad loc.) The story that Dionysus rewards Midas for
his hospitality to Silenus by fulfilling his wish that everything he touches turns
into gold, so that he becomes rich as well as miserable, is first attested in Ov. met
1 l,90ff, Hyg. Fab 191
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3.3. Narrative sequence

Sometimes parts of the narrative sequence are left out and
the reader, who is given a very brief summary of the events, seems

to be invited to consult other texts to supplement the Aetia and

to get the complete story. For this purpose he must let himself
be guided by allusions to more elaborate texts. An example of
this technique is found in fr. 75,64-9:

ev 8' ußpiv Oavaxov ts xspauviov, sv Se; yoYjxap
TsXyfvap paxäpwv x' oux äXeyovxa 0swv

^Xsa ATjpicovaxTa yepcov IveOyjxaxo 8eXx[oi<;

xai yp7)uv MaxsXco, (iojxspa Ae^i0ST)t;,

ap pouvap, oxs vtjctov ävsxpsTcov etvsx' aX[i]x[pY)(;
ußpiop, ä(7X7)0stp sXXurov aSavaxoc

"Into his wax-tablets the old man put hybris and death by lightning

and sorcerers, the Telchines, and Demonax, who, foolishly,
did not pay heed to the blessed gods, and the old woman Macelo,
the mother of Dexithea, who were the only ones whom the
gods left unscathed when they destroyed the island because of its
sinful hybris'.

In this passage 65-6 recall Od. 9,275f. ou yap KuxXcotcsp Atop

aXsyoucnv | ouSs Osaiv paxapcov, where the verb is used in a

comparable context of lack of piety towards the gods. These
words are spoken by the notoriously inhospitable Polyphemus
in answer to Odysseus' request for hospitality and the allusion

may therefore help the reader to complete his picture of
Demonax and suggest that his lack of piety consisted of a lack
of hospitality as opposed to the behaviour of his wife and daughter

Macelo and Dexithea, who, according to other sources,
where the only people who offered hospitality when the gods
visited Ceos12.

12 Cf. e.g. Schol. ad Ov. IbA75 Nicander dicit Macelon filiam Damonts cum
soronbus futsse; harum hospitio Iupptter susceptus, cum Telchines (Thelonios codd

quorum hie Damo princeps erat, corrumpentes venents successus omnium fructuum,
fiilmine interficeret, servavit eas (eos codd); sed Macelo cum viro propter viri
nequitiam perut Sed ad alias servatas cum venisset Minos, cum Dexithea (Desitone
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Then the brief description of the destruction of Ceos in
fr. 75,68-9 recalls Pi. Pae.4,40-5 xpcw (sc. Euxantius, the son of
Dexithea and Minos, who visited Ceos after its destruction) xot
-rcoXspov Alo5 'EvvocuSav xs ßap[u]xxu7rov,| yOova xot ttoxe xai
(Txpaxov äOpoov | rcepijjav xepauvax. xptoSovxi xs | sc, xov ßaöuv

Tapxapov Ipav paxspa XtTtovxe? xai. öXov olxov suspxsa and Bac-

chylides 1,19ff., the first part of which is in such a bad state
that one can distinguish little more than that it is about Macelo
and Dexithea (and another sister?) and a town, and 112ff. about
Minos' visit to Ceos and Dexithea and the subsequent birth of
Euxantius, which is reasonably well preserved13. The reader who
remembered these poems would be reminded of the sequel of
the story and, particularly, the birth of Euxantius, i.e. of the

ancestor of Acontius, who was mentioned in fr. 67,7 alpa xo psv
ysvsrji; Eu^avxiSoc; without further details. Elere no details are

given either, but the reader is invited to consult earlier texts to
supply them. In doing so he may also become aware that the

episode of the Telchines was probably selected as part of the

summary of the Cean history of Xenomedes (fr. 75,56-74) in
order to show that Acontius was a descendant of the 'good'
branch of the Cean population.

An elaborate and more explicit example of the same
technique can be found in fr. 57,1-4 SH 264,1-4):

aüxöp STC1.9Pacraaixo, xapoi 8' coro pfjxop xoiSrji'
OCTtja 8' aveipofAvwi cp7j[a]s, xa8' ii~spew

''Axxa yepov, xa pev aXXa 7r:a[pa>v Iv SJatxt paOvjast,
v2v Se xa poi 7teuot)i IlaXXalp ] [

"Let him (sc. the reader?) find out for himself and cut short the
poem's length; but as much as he (sc. Heracles) said to him
(sc. Molorcus) in answer to his questions, these things I shall tell

codd.j concubuit, ex qua creavit Euxanttum (Eus- codd unde Euxantiae (Eus-

coddj fiierunt. In this respect Dexithea may well be a significant name.
13 For a full discussion of Bacchylides' poem see H. MaEHLER (Ed Die Lieder

des Bakehylides I (Leiden 1982), 2, 4fE; for Pindar's Paean see I RUTHERFORD,
Pindar's Paeans (Oxford 2001), 280ff.
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at length: 'Old father, the other things you will learn when we
are at dinner, but now you will hear what Pallas (said?) to me.

This fragment is from the Victoria Berenices and must probably
be placed after Heracles' return to the cottage of Molorcus,
when he has killed the Nemean lion. These lines clearly aim at
shortening the story and thus recall the Pindaric technique of
breaking off-formula's14, which would fit neatly into the epini-
cian for Berenice. One gets the impression that the narrator
wishes to leave out part of the story and to hasten towards the

origin of the wreath at Nemea, which is told in fr. 59 SH 265).
Meanwhile the reader seems to be left to his own resources, as

he is invited to find out (emcppatjaoaTo) what is left: out for himself

and thus (to help the narrator) to cut the story short. In this

way, apart from Pindar, an unidentified group of texts with
additional information is also evoked.

Although it is not easy to establish what exactly is left out,
fr. 57,3-4 may provide a clue, because here one gets the impression

that Molorcus had asked certain questions (roc piv aXXa) to
which, for the time being, he receives no answer. As the
information he does receive from Heracles at this point concerns Pallas'

instructions about the wreath at Nemea (cf. fr. 59 SH265),
the 'other things' may well have concerned Heracles' adventures
with the lion and the way in which he managed to kill him.
This would mean that the heroic episode, which in a real Pindaric

epinician probably would have taken pride of place as contributing

to the glory of the laudandus, would here be left out by means
of a Pindaric device.

14 This technique of breaking off a digression recalls a device of which early

epic examples are found in IL 12,176 ccpyaXEOv Se \xz Taüxa Oeov cop rtavx' äyopEÜ-
crai and Hes. Th. 35 (although the exact interpretation of the line is disputed,
see M.L WEST ad loc), and is particularly familiar from Pindar (e g. Pi O l,52f.;
9,35ff., N 3,26ff) and Bacchylides (e.g. 5,176ff.) as the so-called 'Abbruchs-
formel', which is often used to end or shorten a section of a poem (like the telling
of a myth); see on this device (and its programmatical aspects) e g. C.M. BOWRA,
Pindar (Oxford 1964), 312ffi, B.K. BRASWELL on Pi P 4,247-8 Other examples
of the 'Abbruchsformel' in Callimachus are fr.24,20f and 75,4ffi, Iambi fr. 194,59;
h 6,17
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An interesting aspect of this passage is also that the reader, the

narrator and Heracles seem to cooperate and interact in order to
achieve that a certain episode is left out, with the result that the
omission receives great emphasis. First the narrator invites the
reader to look after himself and phrases this invitation in such a way
that, in fact, the reader is to some extent taking over the narrator's
role and intervening in the organisation of the poem by shortening

it. Then he announces that he will tell only what Heracles
answered Molorcus, and Heracles cooperates by duly telling Molor-
cus only about the wreath and promising to tell the rest at dinner.
In fr. 59,l6f. SH 265,16f.) the narrator offers a brief description
of the meal, but it contains no information about the conversation
and one gets the impression that, although the narrator could
not control' Heracles' intentions to tell Molorcus about his first
labour at dinner, he still uses his control over the actual narrative
in order not to make this conversation known to his readers.

Summarizing one may say that in this passage the Pindaric
device of a breaking-off formula is elaborated in a highly sophisticated

way, which draws attention to the fact that a well-known

part of the story, presumably the killing of the Nemean lion, is

being left out and that there are other sources from which the
reader may find it out. Thus Callimachus avoids a 'well-trodden
path', but still brings the famous first labour of Berenice's dynastic

ancestor Heracles to the reader's attention.

4. Intertextuality as a means to highlight meta-poetic and

programmatic issues

The reader of the Aetia does not only read the stories, but also

receives all kinds of meta-poetic and programmatic information,
e.g. about Callimachus' role as a (court-)poet, the use he is

making of his sources and predecessors, his treatment of literary

genres, his views on poetry and the quality of his own work.
Here too we see that allusions are an important means to steer
the reader's perception.
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4.1. The poet's role

In several instances we see that Callimachus makes use of
allusions to draw attention to his role as a poet working in the
Alexandrian Library, with a great deal of information at his
disposal, and with certain responsibilities as a poet closely related

to the Ptolemaic court. Thus in fr. 75,4-9 the narrator presents
himself as a scholar-poet, who is almost led astray by his own
garrulity and corrects himself vigorously and with, perhaps,
some subtle hints of political correctness:

"Hpr)v yap xoxe cpacn -- xuov, xuov, iayeo, XoaSps

0u[xe, aoy' aziarji xai xa 7tsp ouy oat?)'
wvao xapx' evsx' ou xi Osyjp iSep lepa cppixxrjp,

iE, av STUst xai xcöv Tjpuysp [trxopr/jv.
Y| TCoXuiSpetT] yaXsTrov xaxov, ocmp axapxst

yXoxxaTjp' top Ixsov tzcJ.c, oSs ptauXiv sysi.

"For they say that once Hera — dog, dog, restrain yourself,
impudent heart, you will sing even of the things which are
against divine law; you are certainly lucky that you did not see
the holy rites of the frightening goddess, because then you
would have thrown out that story too. Surely a great amount
of knowledge is a difficult evil for those who cannot control
their tongues. How truly that kind of man is a child with a
knife".

This passage follows a brief description of a prenuptial ritual at
Naxos, which is part of the first attempt to marry Cydippe to
another man than Acontius and consists of the bride sleeping
with a boy whose parents are both alive (cf. fr. 75,3 rauSl ctuv

dcpcptOaXel). Instead of continuing the story of the failed attempt
at marriage the narrator suddenly draws the reader's attention
to himself: he starts to give an explanation for the ritual and
then suddenly breaks off.

There are several allusions in this passage, which seem
significant, but are not altogether easy to interpret. First of all the

passage again recalls the device of the Pindaric breaking-off
formula (see also 3.3 about fr. 57), but the really meaningful
allusions seem to be to specific passages in other authors.
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Because of schol. ad II. 14,294-6 Sto xai. piypt v"v U7r6fi.vy)(i.a

cpuXacT(re(T0ai 7tapa Natorp xai. tov (xpcptOaXy) ttJi raXi (ap.cpt,0aX7)v

TTj!. iTaXvji codd.) auyxaTaTsOsiaOa!. it seems likely that Calli-
machus and/or others related the Naxian ritual to the clandestine

prenuptial intercourse of Zeus and Hera referred to in
II. 14,294-6 (when Zeus saw Hera) dip puv epcop Tuxtvap cppevap

apupexaXu^£v,| olov ots 7tp£>T6v Trsp epucryecrOTjv <ptX6x7)Ti, sip

euvYjv cpotxwvTS, cpiXoup Xy]0ovt£ Toxfjap, and that a reader might
expect that the tale he began to tell was about this early
romance15. The reason why Callimachus should break off this

story is not entirely clear, because it is not immediately apparent

what is so shocking about it and it could, in fact, function
as a legitimation of the brother and sister marriage of Ptole-

maeus Philadelphus and Arsinoe. Therefore Roberto Pretagos-
tini, followed by Alan Cameron16, suggested that the reader was
here referred to an obscene poem by Sotades in which he spoke
in an offending manner about the royal couple. He suggested
that the opening line of this poem was Sotad. fr.inc.16 Powell

"l~lpY)v 7TOTS cpacriv Ala tov Tepraxspauvov, of which fr. 75,4 is

reminiscent, and that Sotad. fr. 1 Powell sip oüy oafyv TpupaXiYjv

to xsvrpov wOeip (about the marriage of Philadelphus and
Arsinoe), which may be recalled by fr. 75,5, was part of it too.
Sotades' poem then should be read against the background of
attempts to justify the marriage of brother and sister by the

example of Zeus and Hera: after apparently starting his poem
in this fashion, Sotades then turned it into a nasty pun on the

15 It is hard to see how the Naxian fertility ritual could derive from the early
romance of Zeus and Hera. D.R. STUART, "The Prenuptial Rite in the New
Callimachus", in CPh 6 (1911), 302-14, esp.309ff may well be right in arguing that
the connection rose out of ignorance of the real purpose of the ritual, which at
some stage apparently — and wrongly — was regarded as a Eepöi; yapo?.

16 R Pretagostini, Ricerche sulla poena Alessandrina (Roma 1984), l44fE,
A. CAMERON, Calltmachus and his Critics (Princeton 1995), 18ff. Callimachus
himself mentioned this story in fr.48 and it appears as a kind of well-known
secret in THEOC. 15,64, PLAUT. Trin. 207f Evidence for this story as a means to
justify the marriage of Philadelphus and Arsinoe is found m e.g. TheOC. 17,130
(see A.S.F Cow ad loc.)
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incestuous aspects of the marriage (which was said to be the

cause of his execution many years later). If this is right, fr. 75,4ff.

may be regarded as a kind of humorous and 'politically correct'
criticism of Sotades' poem.

Apart from criticizing Sotades Callimachus also seems to suggest

a positive evaluation of the royal marriage by evoking a

passage where the wedding of Zeus and Hera is emphatically used

as an encomiastic foil, i.e. the wedding-song for Pisetaerus and
Basileia in Ar. Av. 1731-42 "Hpou tot' 'OXopmai | xwv ^XtßaTwv
0povoov | apyovra ©sou; piyav | Motpou cruvexoipucrav | sv toicoi&s

upsvatGH | | o S'äp.cp(.0aX7)i; "Eptop | ypocroTrTepop yjviap | Y)o0uv£

7raX(.VTOvouc;,| Zyjvcx; Tcapoyop yapiwv | ty)<; t' suSatpovop "Hpa<;.
Callimachus' phrasing (especially fr. 75,4 "Hpyjv xote and 3

apcpiOaXel, although used in a different sense) seems to recall
this passage and there might be a meaningful intertextual relation

with the whole concluding part of the Birds (Ar. Av. 1706-
65), in which Pisetaerus is hailed as a glorious king and successor

of Zeus. If so, Callimachus would very subtly weave in a

compliment to Ptolemy Philadelphus in a passage in which he

criticizes the insulting poem of Sotades and show that to him
the qualification ocrTip axapxeT | yXcoaaTjp (fr. 75,8-9), after all,
did not apply at all.

Interpreted in this way the passage draws the reader's attention

to the delicate position of the Alexandrian poet and the

way in which Callimachus viewed his own role and that of
others and used the literary means at his disposal with great
refinement. Thus the allusions give the reader much food for
thought, but not about the bride Cydippe.

For the encomiastic use of allusions, of which we may get a

glimpse in fr. 75,4ff. Callimachus' court poetry provides some
examples in the Coma Berenices, where the lock is characterized
as a character with feminine as well as masculine characteristics
in a way which reflects the personality of Berenice, whom the
lock was separated from much against its will (cf. fr. 110,40 and
Catull. 66,39ffi). Ifwe confine ourselves to Callimachus' text we
find Berenice described as pieyaOupoc; in fr. 110,26, which was
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plausibly restored by Pfeiffer17. Because he thought peyaGupoc;

might be too obvious Pfeiffer suggested as alternatives psya-
Xy]Tcap, peyaXocppcov, peyabapa^i;, psyaxoXpop, but, in fact,
psya0upo<; would not be obvious when used of a mortal woman,
because in the early Greek epic the epithet is used only of heroes

and goddesses, as in e.g. II. 20,498 'AyiXXfjcx; psyaOupou and
Od. 8,520 peyaOupov AOrjvyjv18. Thus the use of this adjective
would underline Berenice's heroic character and give a hint of
a (future) divine status. On the other hand Berenice's femininity

is well illustrated by fr. 110,75ff. about her use of unguents.
The same ambiguity is found in the lock, whose gender in the

poem is not entirely clear: (1) it uses the masculine ßocrxpuyoc of
itself in fr. 110,8 and TtXoxocpop in fr. 110,47 and 62; (2) in
fr. 110,51 [vjsoTpvjTov is undecisive, because vsoxprpop is of two
endings; (3) elsewhere there are some hints of femininity: the other
locks are referred to as xopoci a&e[X<psou in fr. 110,51, and therefore

may be perceived as 'sisters'; the abduction in fr. 110,52ff. is

reminiscent of stories of the abduction of young women or
goddesses; the comparison with the wreath ofAriadne in fr. 110,59ff.

suggests female competition; the interest in scent in fr. 110,75ff.
looks like a female preoccupation; the lock's lament as a whole

may be compared to those ofwomen lamenting lost companions19.
The overall impression, particularly derived from the passages in
(3), is that the lock is a female rather than a male character20, but
the ambiguity seems to be underlined by some of the allusions.

In several instances allusions to other texts evoke heroic male
characters as a foil for the lock. Thus in fr. 110,47 xi TtXoxocpoi

17 See R Pfeiffer, "Bspevlx7)<; HAoxapop", in PhiLologus 87 (1932), 179-228,
esp. 183, who compared CATULL. 66,25f. (to Berenice) at te ego certe \ cognoram
a parva vtrgine magnanimam-, Hyg. Astr. 2,24 Callimachus earn (sc. Berenicen)

magnanimam dixit
18 Cf. also e.g. Od. 13,121; Hes. Th 734.
19 See K. GUTZWILLER, "Callimachus' Lock ofBerenice: Fantasy, Romance and

Propaganda", in AJPh 113 (1992), 359-85, esp.374ff.
20 Apparently Catullus felt this too, and therefore choose to be less ambiguous,

using feminine words throughout; CATULL. 66,8 caesaries and 66,93 coma.
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ps£w[>i£v the picture of a male epic or tragic hero who is forced

or pretending to give in to higher powers is evoked, because

the phrase recalls Agamemnon's words in II. 19,90 dcAAoc -a xev

ps^aipu (in a long speech in which he makes peace with Achilles
and states that it is not his fault that Achilles was offended, but
the gods') and Ajax' 'conversion' to sensible behaviour in Soph.

Aj. 669-77 xoh yap xa Seivoc xat xa xapxspcoxaxa | xipatp U7tsixer
TOtJXO [T£V VUpOCTXlßEip | yeipUlVSp EXyWpOUGXV SUXapTTCCK. öspet" j

e^lirxaxat 8s vuxxop aiavr]p xuxAop | xfy AsoxotcüiAco!. cpeyyop

Yjpepai. <pAeyeiv| Seivmv x' öfypa 7rvei>pdx<x>v Ixofyurs | crxevovxa

tcovxov sv 8' o 7rayxpaxY)p otuvop | Xvsi TrsSyjcrap, oü8' äsi. Aaßwv
£/£(..| Y]p.£Tp 8e Ttwp oö yvooaop.ea'Oa cfciicppovsiv (where the pri-
amel may have been the example for fr. 110,43ff.). In fr. 110,51
the unusual iterative form tcoOeeoxov, which suggests the incessant

mourning of the sister-locks, recalls II. 1,492 tcoOeectxe 8'

duxTjv xs 7tx6Asp.6v x£ about Achilles, who remains in his quarters,

desperately missing the turmoils of war. On the other hand,
in fr. 110,63 nap' dOafvaxoup the lock's career turns out to be

comparable to those of young gods being received on Olympus,

particularly that of Aphrodite herself in Hom.h. 6,3ff. o0i

puv (sc. Aphrodite) ZEcpopou pivop uypov aevxop | Tjvstxsv xaxa
xupa 0aXdff(j7)p (3f.), after which the Horae on Cyprus make
her beautiful and eres! 8s mxvxa Ttspi. ypoi. xoapov sOrjxav | fjyov
sip dOavdxoop (14£).

4.2. Poetic quality

A passage in which a discussion of literary issues is given coherence

and more significance by a careful use of allusions is the

prologue to the Aetia in fr. 1. This fragment has been much
discussed, but a consistent intertextual reading of it may help to
clarify some issues, particularly the question whether the proper
style of elegy is the central issue in fr. 1, as was recently argued
by Cameron (n.16). A brief survey of the allusions in the
prologue will show that in fact a great number of literary genres and

passages of literary criticism are brought to the reader's attention:
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(1) Homer: in fr. 1,1 TcoXXaxp21 pot TsXyivsp s7UTpu£ouaiv
öc[olSt)l the verb eruTpu^oucuv is reminiscent of II. 9,311 top pf]

(tot Tpu^yjTe Trapfjpevoi aXXo0ev aXXop spoken by Achilles, the

epic hero par excellence, who refuses to take part in the battle and
is surrounded by people who mutter against him. As the verb
is a Homeric hapax an allusion is likely and the well-read reader
would be reminded of the Homeric epic and of a hero's refusal

to act in accordance with his position in the world of epic
straightaway in the first line of the prologue. Other Homeric
allusions may be detected in fr. l,9fi, where the notion of weighing,

apart from Aristophanes' Ranae (on which see below) also

recalls Zeus weighing the fates of mortals in II. 8,68ff. and
22,208fif., where the scales of those destined to perish go down22,
and in fr. 1,13f., which recalls II. 3,3ff. about the flight of the

cranes and their battle with the Pygmies;
(2) Hesiod: the notion of the friendship of the Muses in fr. 1,2

vYjrSs]cp öl Moucttjp oüx lyevovxo cplXoL recurs in fr. l,37f. Moüctat

y]ap öaoup lSov ö0pa|r]L TuaL&ap | py] Xoipcoi, TroXioup] oux arceOevro

cpiXoup, where the phrasing is reminiscent of Hes. Th. 8Iff.
and 96ff. In fr. l,27f. pr)&' olpov <xva 7rXaxuv, äXXa xeXeu0oup |

dcTpLTTTo]yp, zi xai <7Ts[i]yoTepy)v sXaastp we find the notion of
two roads, one wide, one narrow, between which one must
choose, which is first attested in Hes. Op. 286ff. in a moralizing
sense. Callimachus combines this notion with the paths of poetry,
which are first attested in Pindar and thus turns the dilemma
into a matter of literary criticism;

(3) epic in general: at the end of fr. 1,1 aoiS-iy recalls the
convention that forms of asiSw are often found at the end of
the first line in the Homeric Hymns and also in the prooemium
of Hes. Th.l Mouaacov apycopsO' dceiSeLv. The word's position

may therefore suggest reading fr. 1 as an epic prooemium.

21 For this reading see F. PONTANI, "The First Word of Callimachus' Aitid',
in ZPE 128 (1999), 57-9.

22 For a discussion of the Homeric and Aristophanic allusions in this passage
see T. GarGIULO, "L'immagine della bilancia in Callimaco fr. 1,9-10 Pfeiffer", in
QUCC71 (1992), 123-8.
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In fr. 1,13fF. ]ov era 0pY)i.xa<; octu' Aiyuraroto [ttstolto | al'paxji
Iluypaicov yjSopsvv] [y]epa[vo<;,| Macrtrajyexat. [x]al paxpöv oia-
xsuotsv ere' avSpa | MyjSov] the elements in the priamel may
suggest subjects suitable for mythological and historical epics
(the cranes may refer to a Geranomachia and the Massagetes
have been thought to refer to Choerilus' Persica23), but this is

rather speculative;
(4) Pindar: the fact that in fr. 1,2 the Telchines are said to be

unacquainted with the Muses recalls the claim in Pi. fr.**198a
M ooxoi ps ^svov | oüS' aSaijpova MotaSv ETUoaSsuaav xXuxai |

©Yjßai. In fr. l,25ff. Trpop Ss as] xai, xoS' avcoya, xa py] 7raxEouai.v

apaljai. | xa cyxeißE]i.v, Exspcov iyvta py] xaG' opa | Stcppov sXjav pv]§'

olpov äva 7rXaxuv, aXXa xsXsoOoup | axpmxojix;, si xai axshjyoxEpYjv

kXäatic, there seems to be an allusion to Pi. Pae.7b, 1 Off.,
where there is a demand for originality, as one should avoid
the well-trodden paths of Homer and pray to the Muses for
help24;

(5) tragedy (and its reception in old comedy): in fr. l,9f. äXXa

xa0sX[x£i | TrojXu xvjv paxp7)v oprata ©E(Tpocp6po[<; the verb
recalls the notion of weighing the quality of the texts of Aeschylus

and Euripides in Ar. ihz.l365ff. At this point in the
prologue this item is no further pursued, but it recurs in fr. 1,17f.
au0L Se x£yv7]t | xptvsxs,] [p?] ayoGvcoi IlepatSi. xvjv aocptTjv, where
the idea of measuring quality recalls the use of instruments in
Ar. Ra.799ff. and the discussion about the slender and the grand
style in tragedy, with Euripides and Aeschylus as protagonists.
Even so already in fr. 1,9 the scope seems to be gradually widening

and the reader seems to be invited to begin to think about

23 As to the cranes, see M. ASPER, Onomata allotria. Zur Genese, Struktur und
Funktion poetologischer Metaphern bei Kallimachos, Hermes Einzelschriften 75
(Stuttgart 1997), 203ff. for discussion and evidence for this kind of epic from
VI BC onwards (and also for the iconographic tradition); on Choerilus see
A. BARIGAZZI, "Mimnermo e Filita, Antimaco e Cherilo nel proemio degli Ama
di Callimaco", in Hermes 84 (1956), 162-82 (not entirely convincing).

24 Recently the text of Pindar has been the object of some discussion, but the
untrodden path seems to have survived; see RUTHERFORD (n.13), 247fF.
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poetic style in general, across the boundaries of the various genres.

In fr. 1,19f. pv)S' arc' epeu Stcpocjre psya (jjocpeoucrav ao(,8y]v |

TixxetjOai" ßpovxajv ovx epov, [äXXa] Atop the refusal to write
poetry in the grand style is phrased in a way that first of all
recalls Aeschylus; cf. Ar. Nu. 1366fi, where Phidippides rejects
the noise of Aeschylus and prefers in 137Iff. to quote from
Euripides, and RaA92, where the angry speech of the porter
Aeacus is full of tragic parody, particularly of "some of Aeschylus'

most bombastic moments" (Stanford ad loc.; see also

Dover); the reference to thunder also recalls the description of
Aeschylus in Ar. Ra.814. After having evoked the discussion of
the proper tragic style and implicitly rejected the grand style of
Aeschylus Callimachus refers the reader to a passage from the
'slender' Euripides in fr. l,32f£, which is strongly reminiscent
of the choral ode in E. HF 637-700, because of (i) the treatment
of the notions of the burden of old age, which is said to be

heavier than Mt.Aetna in 637f£: cf. fr. l,35f. a50i t]o (sc. old
age) 8' [ex]Suotp[t], to pot ßapop octctov sTreaTt | Tpty]Xq)[yt]y
oX[oml] vrjcrop etc' 'EyxeXa[8on; (ii) the wish to escape from old

age and have a second life in 655ffi: for a similar wish cf. fr.

1,35; (iii) the devotion to the Muses and the Charites (who will
be the subject of the first aition in fr. 3-7) in 673ffi; and (iv) the

comparison of the old chorus' song for Heracles (who will be

the subject of fr. 22-25) to a swan's song in 687f£: cf. fr. l,39fi
TCTepov ouxeti xtvetv | ]t) T[yj]pop IvepyoTtxTop25.

(6) elegy: in fr. l,9ff. äXXa xoc0eX[xst | 7to]Xu ttjv paxpYjv

op7rvta 0eapotp6po[p"| xotv 8e] Syotv Mipveppop oti yXuxup, a[t
xaxa Xetctov | ] yj psyaXv] 8' oüx IStSa^s yovf) a comparison

25 The way in which the chorus in Euripides announces its song may also be

of some interest for the question of the composition of the Aetia\ a reader who
recalled the choral song of the Heracles and noticed its relevance for the beginning

of the Aetia might consider HF 680f. ext xäv 'HpaxXsouc | xaXXivixov ätaSo
and 698ff. p.oy0Y)<ja<; xov axupov | Orjxsv ßloxov ßpoxotp | 7tep(jac, Sepuaxa 07)pcov

(sc. Heracles) as relevant for the second half of the Aetia which began with the
Victoria Berenices, in which Heracles defeated the first of the monsters threatening

humanity.
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between the long and short elegies of Philetas and Mimnermus

may be indicated by the text, at least according to the Florentine

scholia (p. 3 Pf.), which, if rightly interpreted, seem to say
that of each poet the short and long poems are being compared
and the short ones are better (and probably also according to the
London scholia [p.3 P£], which say that Mimnermus short

poems, not his big woman show his quality). An explanation for
the mention of these poets is probably that the archaic poet
Mimnermus and the early Hellenistic Philetas were admired by
Callimachus as predecessors in the genre in which he is writing
here (just as Hipponax is mentioned as an important predecessor

in la. fr. 191). Apart from that, however, the way in which
their work is considered and judged indicates that they are also

incorporated into the larger issues which are the subject of this

passage. In this respect the omission of Antimachus26 may also

be significant;
(7) literary criticism: fr. 1,3 oüy sv aeiapta Sajvexit; has often

been regarded as a demand for long epic poems and one' has

been taken as either 'one single' or 'unified'. Some scholars, e.g.
Richard Hunter27, relate this to the discussion in Arist. Po.8,
1451a 16ff. about the episodic epic, which is not 'unified' like
the poems of Homer, which have a single plot, but rather treats
the lives of heroes from the beginning till the end. Although
we do not know for certain that the Poetics were known in
Alexandria Hunter's idea cannot be excluded28. In fr. 1,17f.
Callimachus uses the terms -ciyy7) and aocpta, which are attested in

26 Criticized by Callimachus in fr.398.
27 See R.L. HUNTER, The Argonautica ofApollonias Literary Studies (Cambridge

1993), 190ff.
28 CAMERON (n.16), 342fF. suggests that Callimachus rejects the monotony of

the cyclic epic, as manifested in the elegiac Lyde of Antimachus, which for instance
told the story of the Argonauts from beginning to end, whereas Callimachus
showed in fr.7,19ff. how the same story should be treated in the proper elegiac
style. Thus Cameron emphasizes that it is not epic, but the epic style in elegy
which is Callimachus' target in the Aefiij-prologue. However, even though
Aristotle's views could be applied to narrative elegy if one wished, readers who thought
of Aristotle here must first of all have thought of epic, not elegy.
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contexts of literary criticism from Pindar onwards and could be

applied to a variety of literary genres. In a similar way Apollo in
fr. 1,23ff. dcoiSe, to jxev Ouo^ otto TCayoaTOV | Opeijm, ty)]v Moüoav
&' coyaOs ASTTTa/i'y; etc. operates with terms from literary
criticism, 'fat' / 'florid' versus 'slender' / 'subtle', without evoking
a particular genre. This is as should be expected, because the

beginning poet was going to write in a number of different

genres, to all of which the same criteria of quality would have

to apply. In fr. 1,32 ey]cb S' eo'tjv ouA[a.]y6<;, o nTsposu; the description

of the poet recalls Plato, Ion 534a 7ff., where, however, the

light and winged poet is possessed by the Muses and not relying

on technical skills.
In conclusion one may say that the allusions in fr. 1 suggest

that, although Cameron is right about the fact that fr. 1 is about

poetic style rather than genre, his claim that fr. 1 is about the

proper style of elegy is too narrow and that the same applies to
those who want to regard the Xhtoz-prologue as concerned only
with epic29. In fact the prologue of the Aetia refers the reader

in a highly allusive manner to a variety of literary genres and

some passages of literary criticism and seems to be best read as

referring to poetic style and quality in general, touching on values

and criteria that are applicable to a variety of poetic genres,
of course including elegy and epic, but by no means restricted

to them. The 'message' may well be that a poet should aim for
the quality of small-scale, subtle and original poerry, and the
reader seems to be invited to read this message against the
background of a kaleidoscopic and allusive picture of earlier Greek

poetry and earlier literary criticism. This fits in with the character

of the Aetia., which, in spite of its being basically an elegiac

catalogue poem, shows a great deal of generic variety30 and
alludes to many of the predecessors hinted at in the prologue.

29 So e.g. E.-R. SCHWINGE, Kunsthchkeit von Kunst. Zur Geschichtlichkeit der
alexandrimschen Poesie, Zetemata 84 (München 1986).

30 See Harder (n.2).
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4.3. Elegy against an Odyssean background

Elsewhere in the Aetia we find examples of the use of
allusions to make the reader aware of the poet's literary quality and
achievements against the background of a specific genre. A good
example of this practice is the introduction to the story of Peleus

at Icus in fr. 178, where the Odyssey is very prominent as an
intertext31. In this introduction the primary narrator tells how
he met the merchant Theogenes of Icus at a symposium at the
home of the Athenian Pollis and how he asked him to tell him
why there was a cult of Peleus at Icus. We may assume that this

story was subsequently told by Theogenes as a secondary
narrator, but before that the papyrus breaks off.

In fr. 178,5-22 the symposium is described at some length
and within this framework the reader acquires a picture of the

narrators, who both prefer intellectual conversation to a great
deal of drink:

£5 SqaTYjv IxaXsaasv (sc. Pollis) 6pi7]0sa5, sv 8s vu rotai
i;sivov 05 A[t]YU7iTüH xatvop ävsaxpscpsTO

pispißXtoxwp i'Stov Tt xoera XP^0?' Vjv Ss ysvsOXrjv
"Ixi.05, £uvy]v slx0v xXicjitjv

oüx s7Utoc^, äXX' aivop '0[rr]ptx65, atsv opioTov
cbc 0s6p, oü ipsuSyjp, £5 tov opiotov ayst.

xai yap o ©pyjtxlyjv pisv aTOaTuye yavSov apiucmv
^copoTCOTSiv, öXtywi 8' rjSsro xtaaoßtwt.

TÜi piv sy<i> ra8' eXs^a TtsptaTslyovTop aXslcrou

to TptTov, süt' sSayjv ouvopia xai ysvsy]V
Vj piaX' sko5 toS' aXTjOsp, o t' oü piovov uSarop alaav,

aXX' stu xai Xsayyjp oivoq cxetv s9sXst.

ty)v rjpistp — oüx sv y[a]p apuoTYipsogt cpopetTat
oü8s pitv st? ä-r[svsr]5 öcppüap oivoyocov

alr/jastp opoco[v] or' sXsüOspop axpisva cratvst —
ßaXXcoptev yaXsTtwi cpappiaxov sv Ttopiaxt,

©suysvsp' oatj[a] 8' spisio a[s]0ev 7tapa Oupiop dcxouaat

tyalvst, xa8e piot X[s]i;ov [avetpopisvjwc

31 The following discussion owes a great deal to R.L. Hunter, "Callimachus
swings (frr. 178 and 43 Pf.)", in Ramus 25 (1996), 18-26.
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"He invited his friends to a meal, and among them a stranger,
who stayed in Egypt for the first time, on some private business;
he was an Ician by birth and I shared a couch with him, not by
prior arrangement, but the word of Homer, that the god always
brings like to like, is very true. For he too abhorred drinking wine
with his mouth opened wide in large Thracian draughts, but
enjoyed a small cup. To him I spoke as follows when the bowl
went round for the third time, after I had learned his name and
family: 'This word is very true indeed, that wine needs not only
a share of water, but also of conversation. Let us throw this into
the difficult drink as an antidote, Theogenes (for it is not served
round in ladles and you will not ask for it, looking at the unbending

eyebrows of the cup-bearers, at a time when a free man fawns

upon a slave); but whatever my heart wishes to hear from you you
must tell me at my asking'."

Here the setting of the symposium recalls a well-known framework
for the telling of stories or for intellectual or philosophical
conversation32. The explicit preference for the small cup and civilized
conversation of both the narrator and Theogenes already suggests that
the reader may expect a story in the refined Callimachean manner,
but several allusions help to complete and extend this picture.

First of all the presentation of Theogenes contains several
allusions which draw the reader's attention to Odysseus, another
famous narrator at a symposium (although only one of the
allusions refers directly to the Phaeacian episode).

In fr. 178,6-7 the introduction ofTheogenes contains several

words and phrases which may be thought to evoke Odysseus,
like A[t]yu7tTcoi avsmrpetpeTo which recalls Od. 13,325f.
(Odysseus:) tiv' aXXvjv | youav avacrTpecpopai, where the middle

32 The symposium-setting for the story is an old device, the most famous

poetic example being Odysseus' stories told to the Phaeacians (Od.8,57ff.; cf. also

e.g. Od.3,102ff.; 4,265ff.; ApOLL.Rh. 2,468ff; 759ff.). Besides, the insistence on
talk over drink in fr. 178,1 Iff. also recalls a motif from the philosophical Symposia
of Plato and Xenophon. On the symposium as a literary framework see further
e.g. J. MARTIN, Symposion. Die Geschichte einer literarischen Form (Paderborn
1931); K. GlESEKING, Die Rahmenerzahlung in Ovids Metamorphosen (Diss.
Tubingen 1964), 67ff.; R. KANNICHT, "Thalia", in Das Fest, hrsg. von W. HaUG
und R. Warning (München 1989), 29-52, esp.36ff.
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form of the verb is a Homeric hapax (the active is found once
in II.23,436)33.

In ft. 178,9-10 the proverbial expression, which is well-
attested in other sources as well34, is explicitly attributed to
Homer, so that the reader is referred to its first occurrence,
where it refers to Odysseus, in Od. 17,217f. (Melantheus adress-

ing Eumaeus, who has brought the beggar Odysseus to the
town:) vüv pev Stj paXoc ttayyu xaxo<; xaxov iqyy]XaCe!,,| odzi

(v.l. ot.lei rot) tov opotov ayei Osoc; wp (v.l. eg) tov opofov. This
reminiscence may also remind the reader of the wider context
in Homer, where Melantheus scolds Odysseus as a beggar and
Soutcov <x7r:oXupavTy]pa (220), who is asking for pieces of bread
(cf. am^cov in 222 and 228, to which ft. 178,19 aixYjcteic; may
refer). Thus the reader may briefly wonder about the character
of the guest Theogenes, whom he had just started to compare
with Odysseus, and then find that there is a big contrast
between Melantheus' view of Odysseus and the behaviour of
the guests Theogenes and Callimachus, who are presented as an
asset to the party they attend35 Besides, the reader may observe
that although Callimachus takes over the Homeric phrase quite
literally, he puts his own stamp upon it by the intricate word-
order, in which all words change place in relation to the original
phrase (aptly described as a "programmatically 'un-Homeric'
word-order" by Hunter [n.31], 19).

33 Other reminiscences are somewhat less compelling. (1) for xaivop (not
found in Homer, but well-attested in poetry and prose from V BC onwards) cf
Eur Telephus fr. 149,1 If Austin fr.727c,l If K in Collard-Cropp-Lee 11,1 If
Diggle) (Achilles.) puov y.ai ab xaivoc Ttovnap areo yöovöp | rg.zic. 'OS'jctoeü, although
the similarity may be accidental, (2) for fSiov ti xa-ra ypsop cf Od l,408f (Eury-
machus asking Telemachus about Mentes') 7)! tiv' ayyeXipv Ttaxpcx; cpepei epyo-
jj.£voto,| 9j eov aüxoü ypEiop eeXSopisvop xo§' Ixavet and 3,82 (Telemachus to Nestor
about his search for news about Odysseus') -Kprfcic, 8' rj8' iSif), oü Srjpuop.

34 Cf eg. PLAT Smp. 195b 5 0 yap mxXaiop Aoyop eü &Xtl> opioiov bfioiai
Act 7teXai(ei; Org.51 Ob 2f£; AR1STAEN. l,10,2f. b yap T-aXaAc Xoyop zi> syst, cop

opcotov öpioicoi xaxa 0eTov Azl —rrmzz/AZzi (about Acontius and Cydippe); adesp
AntholPal 15,48,5 See further e g C. COLLARD on Eur Bellerophon fr296

35 For this view and further observations on this passage see also HUNTER
(n 31), 19-21
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From fr. 178,11 onwards the notion of excessive drinking is

rejected and at the same time its dangers are illustrated by
further references to the Odyssey. Fr. 178,11 contains the adverb

yav&ov, which is first attested in Od.21,293f. (where Antinous
rudely warns Odysseus about too much drinking:) olvo^ crs

xptoei 6c, te xal aXXoix; | ßXaTtreo, op av puv yav&ov sXtji
p.Y]S' aunpa 7tlvTf)t. In fr. 178,12 oXiyau xtaaußlwt the noun
xtaaußtov (which properly indicates a rustic bowl) again refers
the reader to drinking in the Odyssey, as the word is attested
three times in Homer: of the cup in which Eumaeus mixed wine
for Odysseus in Od. 14,78 16,52) ev §' apa xiaaiißtaii. xipvyj
peXiTjSsa olvov and of the bowl from which Polyphemus rapidly
drunk the wine offered to him by Odysseus in Od.9,346
xKTcrußiov psXavop oi'voio; in the latter case the xtaaußiov was

probably a large vessel (because of the size of the Cyclops).
Athen. 11,477 c-e accused Callimachus of using the word
unaccurately here instead of the more civilized aXsiaov, but
modern authors36 have pointed to the probably programmatic37

oxymoron oX£yon xuraußiox and the deliberate contrast it
seems to create between Theogenes and the Cyclops, who was

destroyed by drink. This contrast seems to be emphasized by
other references to Polyphemus' behaviour: cf. also (1) fr. 178,12
•yj&ETO and Od. 9,353 Tjaaxo (sc. Polyphemus after drinking),
where this verb is hapax; (2) fr. 178,14 to xptrov, which refers

to the third round of drinks, after which one reached the

stage of immoderate drinking, and according to Hunter (n.31),
21 again points to the contrast between Callimachus and Theo-

genes, who began their conversation after the third round, and

Polyphemus, who fatally fell asleep after three drinks {Od. 9,371ffi);
and (3) e5t' sSarjv oovopa xai ysvETjv, where the fact that the

36 See e.g. CAMERON (n 16), 136; HUNTER (n.31), 20-1; differently A. Ren-
GAKOS, "Homerische Worter bei Kallimachos", m ZPE 94 (1992), 21-47, esp.29.

37 The adjective öXiywi may well have a programmatic connotation; so also
CAMERON (n.16), 136 ("the epithet that so misdescnbes the kissybion is one of
those Calhmachean code-words for little-and-pure"). Cf. h 2,112 öXiyy) Xtßäi;;
fr. 1,9 [6X]tyoaTiyoi;; and for a similar idea fr.465.
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information is mentioned at this point, after the third round of
drinks, recalls Od. 9,36Iff., where Odysseus tells Polyphemus his
'name' after giving him three drinks.

In fr. 178,20 the reader seems to be referred to OdA,220f. zlq
olvov ßaÄE (sc. Helen) cpappaxov, svOsv s7uvov,| vyjtcvOsc; t'
ayoAov xe, xaxcov £7uAy)0ov <x7tavxcov, where Helen's cpappaxov,
which is described at length in the following lines, helps
Menelaus, Telemachus and Pisistratus to forget the miseries of
the Trojan war and its aftermath, about which they have been

talking. For the reader this quiet party provides a contrast with
the rough and fateful drinking of Polyphemus, but at the same
time the allusion seems to invite him to ponder over the subtle

contrast between Helen's cpappaxov, which caused oblivion of
the Trojan war, and the cpappaxov used by Callimachus and

Theogenes, which consisted in remembering and retelling a story
related to the Trojan war (i.e. the subsequent fate of old Peleus).
Besides, the allusion may have reminded readers that there

was an allegorical interpretation of Helen's cpappaxov, which
explained it as eloquence38, but there is no way of establishing
whether this explanation was already known to Callimachus.

At the end of the introduction, in fr. 178,21-2, the narrator
formulates his question in words which are reminiscent of Od.

9,12f. (Odysseus to Alcinous:) aol 8' epa xr)8sa 6upop etcexpa-
tcsxo crrovosvxa | Et.'p£a0a(., which, like the beginning of the
introduction, again reminds the reader of the similarities between

Theogenes and Odysseus, this time particularly as sources of
information39, and seems to be a signal that the story is now
soon to begin, as in Od. 9.

Summarizing one may say that in this introduction the large
amount of Odyssean reminiscences, which fit in neatly with
the framework of the symposium as well as with the story
about the aftermath of the Trojan war, helps to underline the

38 Cf. PlU Quaest conv 1,4, 614 B; Macr. Sat. 7,1,18.
39 See Hunter (n 31), 26 n.38.
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fragment's programmatic aspects. When one reads the fragment
at face value it indicates simply that the narrator and his source
prefer intellectual discourse over much drinking. When the
allusions are taken into account the reader becomes aware that he
is going to be presented with a story of Odyssean qualities and
that the pleasures of listening to Theogenes at the symposium
of Pollis will equal those of the guests at the court of Alcinous
listening to Odysseus. The notion that these pleasures are largely
due to the moderate and careful behaviour of the secondary
narrator, who avoids the dangers of excessive drink and puts in
the right kind of cpappocxov, are brought home by the allusions

to Polyphemus and Helen, which seem to be embedded as

negative foils between the references to Theogenes as Odysseus.
At the same time the primary narrator claims his share in these

qualities by emphasizing that he is similar to Theogenes (fr. 178,9f.)
and by his address of him in fr. 178,15-22: in this way he seems

to suggest that the 'Odyssean' story will be so in a 'Calli-
machean' manner.

4.4. Elegiac and epic Argonauts

A complicated example of the intertextual interaction
between the Aetia and contemporary epic is found in the aition
of the scurrilous ritual for Apollo Aegletes at Anaphe (fr. 7,19
— fr.21), which is the second aition in the first book of the
Aetia. In this aition the reader is repeatedly referred to Apollo-
nius' treatment of the same story in Apoll.Rh. 4,1694-1730,
where it is the last major adventure of the Argonauts, and to the

Argonautica as a whole. It is, however, not clear whether Calli-
machus' treatment was later than Apollonius' or vice versa or
whether perhaps both versions were written during the same

period of time. Therefore we cannot be sure that the intertextual

relations between the two episodes can be interpreted in
the same way as in the other passages discussed, i.e. as if the
allusions are a means by which Callimachus may be steering the
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reader's perception, but, even so, it may be worthwhile to
explore the implications of such an interpretation40.

The aition began with the departure of the Argonauts from
Colchis and an angry speech of Aeetes (fr. 7,23ff), which may
have concerned the death of Apsyrtus, which in the Aetia took
place in Colchis (fr. 8). Then, apparently, the return-journey of
the Argonauts was told: they followed the same route as on their
outward journey (fr. 9) and were followed by two groups of
Colchians, one of which went through the Ister and therefore

did not find the Argonauts and eventually settled on the

Illyrian coast (fr. 10 and 11). The other group followed the

Argonauts through the Bosporus and found them at Corcyra
with the Phaeacians, where they settled, because they were not
allowed to take Medea home to Colchis (fr. 12-15). During a

later phase of the journey the Argonauts were hit by a sudden,

complete darkness (fr. 17) and Jason prayed for help to Apollo
(fr. 18), who then showed the small island of Anaphe near the
Melantean rocks (fr. 19-20?). Here the Argonauts celebrated
their rescue, built an altar for Apollo Aegletes and indulged in
jesting with Medea and her Phaeacian servants (fr. 21), thus

establishing a scurrilous ritual for Apollo.
The presentation of the story in Callimachus draws attention

to its selectivity and compactness, which seems to be underlined
by a number of allusions. In fr. 7,23ff. "At]yXY)TY)v ['Avajcp^v te,
AocxcoviSt ysifova 0[7)py)t., | 7t]pcoT[ov svi p.]v7]p.Y)i xoctDeo xod

Mivua?, | afpypiEvop wp] 7)pa>£<; a.iz AtYjxao Kutoclou | atmp sp

cxpycaYjv] ettAeov Atpnmvp; Calliope begins by indicating the

40 See also M.A. HARDER, "Aspects of the Structure of Callimachus' Aetia',
in Callimachus, ed. by M.A. Harder, R.F. Regtuit, G.C. Wakker, Hellenistica
Gromngana 1 (Groningen 1993), 99-110. For a recent discussion of the relative

chronology of Callimachus and Apollomus see A. KöHNKEN, "Hellenistic
Chronology: Theocritus, Callimachus, and Apollonius Rhodius", in A Companion

to Apollonius Rhodius, ed. by T.D. PAPANGHELIS and A. RENGAKOS (Leiden
2001), 73-92, esp. 77ff., where he argues that all the evidence points to Apollonius

drawing on all four books of the Aetia. However, at least in the case of the

Argonauts the evidence may well be less straightforward than it seems and the
whole issue seems to demand further investigation.
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subject of the following story in a very compact way and invites
her audience to think of Aegletes, Anaphe and the Argonauts,
starting at the moment when they returned from Colchis to
Greece. In this way she immediately transports the reader to the
end of the Argonauts' journey. The whole well-known epic story,
as told at length by Apollonius, is thus skipped. Then Aeetes'

angry speech in fr. 7,27ff. recalls A.R. 4,212ff. (with several verbal

reminiscences), where Aeetes also reacts to Medea's treason
and the departure of the Argonauts, and fr. 10-15 recall the
Colchian episodes in A.R. 4,507ff. and 1206ff., where the
Colchians settle on the Illyrian coast and, temporarily, with the
Phaeacians. Besides, as far as we may judge from the fragments,
the order of events in Callimachus seems to have been like that
in Ps.-Apollod. l,9,25f., where the Argonauts come to the
Phaeacians (where the Colchians give up their pursuit and settle

in the area) and their departure from Phaeacia is followed
immediately by the story ofAnaphe. In Apollonius, however, the

departure from Phaeacia is followed by the Argonauts' adventures

in Libya and Crete (A.R. 4,1170-1693), and only after
that they arrive at Anaphe. The result of Callimachus' treatment
is that his Argonautic aition looks like an anthology from
Apollonius' fourth book, focusing on three passages from it and

reminding the reader that all that preceded had been left out.
Several small-scale allusions seem to help to draw the reader's

attention to Callimachus' distortion of the beginning and ending
of the Argonauts' story and to the fact that he left most of it out:

(1) fr. 7,23 Ai]yA7]T7]v ['Ava]cp7]v ts recalls A.R. 4,1730
AtyA-/)TY)v ÄvacpTjp -upTjopov, where the same words in the same
metrical position mark the end of the story of Anaphe. Like the
overall arrangement of the stories ofAnaphe in the Aetia and the

Argonautica this similarity of opening and concluding lines too
suggests a deliberate allusion, designed to draw the reader's attention

to the fact that beginnings can become endings and vice versa-,

(2) fr. 7,25f. a[pypevop <bp] Tjpwsp dcrc' AW)Tao ...|... £7tX£ov

recalls Od.8,499-502 0sou apysxo, cpaTvs 8' dco(.8y]v,| evOev sAtov

wp ...|... a7r£7rAe(.ov ...| Apyetot, sc. Demodocus, who sings
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about the Trojan horse at the request of Odysseus. The
implication of this allusion may be that, like the famous and talented

singer of the Phaeacians, Callimachus and his Muse too began
their story at the end (and the reader may also be reminded of
the fact that the Iliad contained an episode of the last year of
the Trojan war and that the Odyssey began with the last stage of
Odysseus' travels). There may well be a deliberate contrast
between this approach and that of Apollonius, who began his

story at the beginning and drew attention to this sequence
through Jason's chronological report of the events so far to Lycus
in 2,762ff. and his emphasis on Lycus' delight (cf. 2,771f. 6 §'

sE,el7]i; evsttovxck; | GeXyex' axorji Oupov, sc. Lycus);
(3) fir. 7,25f. also recalls Od. 12,70 Apyto TtacupiXouaa, raup'

Atyjxao TtXeouaa, about the Argo sailing through the Planctae
with Hera's help, an event which is told at length in A.R.
4,922ff., where it is part of the last stage of the journey before
the Argonauts reach Phaeacia (in 4,982f£). Although the
indication is slight and we do not know the full contents of
Callimachus' treatment of the Argonauts' return journey, one should
bear in mind the possibility that this phrase too was meant to
remind the attentive reader of what was left out of his story;

(4) fr. 12,6 xai xa psv co[p vjpeXXs pexot ypovov exxeXeectOai

(about the later migrations of the Colchians) recalls 7/.12,34f. cop

ap' epsXXov (wp YjpeXXov Zenodotus) otucjOs LIoc7£[.8acov xai
'AttoXXcov I Oy]cts[xsvoc(. (about the destruction of the Greek wall)
and A.R. 1,1309 xai xa psv cop vjpsXXe pexa ypovov sxxsXesaOat

(about the death of the Boreads) as well as 4,1216 ricXXa xa psv

axstyovxop aSrjv ahhvop exuyGv) (in the same context as fr. 12,6).
An intertextual relation between the passages in Apollonius and
Callimachus seems likely41, but it is not certain how this must

41 See also A. ARDIZZONI on 1,1309; E. Livrea on 4,1216; FRAENKEL (n.7),
151; differently G.W. MOONEY on 1,1309, who regards the similarity as
accidental. KÖHNKEN (n.40), 77 insists that Apollonius is here alluding to
Callimachus, because of the schohon on A.R. 1,1309 KaAAip-ayou o cmyoq. Although
this is a valid argument, it is no 'proof', because the scholiast may have been

wrongly influenced by the biographical tradition which regarded Apollonius as
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be interpreted: one might think that, if Apollonius was first,
Callimachus may have emphasized the fact that he compressed'
the Argonauts' travels into the Anaphe-story and placed it early
in the Aetia by using a line from the early part of the Argonau-
tica in a situation where Apollonius had a similar line later in
his work (i.e. A.R. 4,1216)42;

(5) fr. 18,Iff.

]te t[ Tu]v8apiSai
] [i.vY)c;[ ]<; A(a TCpWTOv 1'x[o]vto

] aXXoup 7)T£(jay a[0]avavoy<;
(XOcdaTjTYjpap £UCJT£lp[ ....]. sXs[ ,]o [ .]•

äXX' oy' avijodftov ov xcap AtcroviStji;
C70L yspap ^spRa^sv, Tr)i£, tioXXoc 8' datsiXsi

sp 11U0CO TCe] pttjjElV, 7roXXa 8' £<; 'OpvuyiTjv,
si' xev äp.iy]0aX6s<j<jav ock' rjEpa vvjop EXacrtjTjip

] OTl CTYJV, Oorßs, xax' alC7l(XlY)V

TCEiapiaT'] IXuaav Ex[X]7)pcocyavT6 t' Epsxpia
Imxpov Exoij'av u8wp'

] STrtovupiov 'Epißacrioio
] sv IIaya[a]aip

"But the son of Aeson, grieved in his heart, raised his hands to
you, Ieius, and promised to send many gifts to Pytho and many
to Ortygia, "if you would drive the dark mist from the ship...,
because according to your oracle, Phoebus, they had loosened the

ropes and allotted the oars... and beaten the bitter water..."

This passage contained prayers for help by the Dioscuri and

Jason, the first praying to Zeus and the other gods (1-4), the latter

Callimachus' pupil. Apollonius' use of the unhomeric yjpsXXe (attested only as a

variant reading in II. 12,34, and not found elsewhere in Apollonius) may be

accounted for as an allusion to Callimachus, but also as a means to remind
the reader of one of the very few instances of 'external prolepsis' in Homer (see

M.A. Harder, "Untrodden Paths: Where Do They Lead?", in HSCP 93 [1990],
287-309, esp.301).

42 If Callimachus was first, Apollonius may have deliberately moved the line
from Callimachus' Anaphe-episode to the early part of his Argonautica and
referred the reader to what he had done by inserting a similar line in 4,1216,
thus drawing attention to his extensive and well-ordered treatment of the story
of the Argonauts.
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praying to Apollo in particular, promising gifts and reminding
the god that he told the Argonauts to undertake this journey
(5ff.)- This passage is intertextually connected with several passages
in Apollonius: the prayer of the Dioscuri recalls A.R. 4,588ff.
(when the Argo has ordered the Argonauts to go to Circe for
purification); the first part of Jason's prayer recalls the Anaphe
episode in A.R. 4,170Iff. (when the Argonauts are despairing)
aüxap 'Iyjccov | ysipap avacryop£vop pEyaXvp otu <I>oiJ3ov auxEi,)

poaaaOai xaXfcov, xaxa 8' sppssv äayaXocovxi. | Saxpua" 7toXXa 8s

IIoOoi U7t£ciy£TO, tuoXXoc 8' 'ApuxXatpJ 7toXXa 8' £p 'Opxuyivjv
öcmpsiaLoc Scopa xopicnreiv; the whole ofJason's prayer, however,
recalls his prayer to Apollo Embasius (to whom the Argonauts
sacrifice in A.R. l,402f£), at the departure of the Argonauts in
A.R. 1,41 Iff. xXüOi. aval;, flayatrap xe tcoXiv x' AmomSa vatcov,|

op pot t>7T:effX7]p | lluOot ypsiopsvcot avocnv xai TtsipaO' 08010

| cr/jpavEstv, atixop yap erauxiop snXsu asOXwv aoxop vüv ays vrja
trot 8' av Ö7Ucjaco | xooomv, ocsaoi xev vocrxijcropEv, äyXaa

xaupcov | [pa toxXiv ßoopwt. ETuOyjcropev aXXa 8s HuOot, | aXXa 8'

ic, 'OpxoytY]v dbtepefcna Scopa xoplcrcroa. | vüv S' i0i, xal xy)v8' Vjpiv,

'ExvjßoXs, Sspo 0i)7)Xt)v, I vjv xoi rvjaS' £7ußa0pa yaptv Ttpoxs-
Osip£0a VYjop | TcpcoxtOTYjv' Xucraipt 8', ava^, in' (XTCYjpovi. potpTji
| TCEicrpaxa crf)v Sia pvjxiv Again one could think of Calli-
machus compressing Apollonius' tale by combining elements
from its beginning and end43 and a discussion about size and

composition of their respective Argonautic stories may well be

behind these allusions. Another interesting aspect of the prayer
in Callimachus is that it includes, in a nutshell, several elements
from the beginning of the story: the decree ofApollo, the departure

and allotment of the benches, and the sacrifice to Apollo
Embasius in Pagasae. Thus Callimachus' brief episode seems to

43 Alternatively one could think of either Apollonius drawing out Callimachus'
tale by referring to this scene at the beginning and towards the end of his Argo-
nautica. For the idea that AR. 1,414 incthioq indicates his debt to the Aetta see
R.V. Albis, "Jason's Prayers to Apollo in Aetia 1 and the Argonauttca", in Phoenix
49 (1995), 104-9.
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encompass the whole story of the Argonauts, but not in the
usual chronological order44.

In conclusion one may say that in Callimachus' Argonautic
aition the differences between the short elegiac treatment of the

journey of the Argonauts and the epic treatment as found in
Apollonius' Argonautica become manifest through the allusions.
This applies if one considers Callimachus to be reacting to
Apollonius' treatment, but ifApollonius wrote after Callimachus the
allusions in his work could also be interpreted as emphasizing
the epic manner of dealing with the story, with its complete
treatment of all the events and its proper chronological order45.

5. Conclusion

From the material discussed above we may infer that for
Callimachus in the Aetia allusions were more than just a learned

adornment, display of virtuosity or coming to terms with
predecessors whose 'influence' had to be dealt with in some way.
Instead of that they appear to be an important means for
extending his dense and compact text on behalf of the reader.

The reader who is aware of the allusions and has the relevant

texts in his mind or on his bookshelves is able to acquire a great
deal of extra information, on the one hand concerning the actual

stories, on the other hand at a meta-poetic and programmatic
level, so that he is able to situate the text he is reading in its

literary and socio-cultural context.

44 Similarly Callimaco. Introduzione, traduzione e note di G.B. D'ALESSIO
(1 Inm. Epigrammi Ecale\ 2 Aitia. Giambi e altn frammentt) (Milano 1996),
2,397 n.69.

45 For the notion of'transitory intertextuality' as yet another possibility see the
discussion at the end of this paper.



DISCUSSION

S. Stephens: It is important to distinguish the ways intertextual-

ity and allusion differ conceptually. The former is theoretically
constructed as reader response to a text received within a specific
textual environment. Hence the existence and identification of a

series of intertexts within that environment allow one to talk about
the effect of the text without any specific assumptions about authorial

intent. Allusion is conceived of as an authorial activity vis-h-
vis a specific audience and operates with concepts like 'ideal reader'.

In our discussion we seem to be moving from one to the other
without due concern for the consequences for our arguments. The
advantage to casting your discussion as intertextuality is that it frees

the argument from the unanswerable question of authorial intent.

M.A. Harder. I agree that your distinction is important and
that the concept of intertextuality as you define it has the advantage

of methodological purity. On the other hand, this approach,
according to which a text would exist and be open to interpretation

only within its textual environment, would, I think, make

it difficult to discuss the way in which the text could function
in its social and cultural context at the time when it was written.

In order to be able to explore these matters the concept of
'allusion' seems to me necessary. Even though it is true that one
can never answer the questions of authorial intent, I think one
could at least explore what answers to such questions could be

suggested by the evidence and thus form a hypothesis about
Callimachus' use of allusion that may be useful for shaping the

way we look at important issues in Hellenistic poetry.

F. Montanari\ Mi piace molto l'evocazione di un 'lettore
ideale' degli Aitia callimachei nella conclusione, un lettore che
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capisce (e si sforza di capire) le allusioni e conosce i tesd necessari

per questo. II lettore ideale storico, in questo senso, e dunque
proprio il grammatico erudito, che legge e interpreta perche ha

gli strumenti culturali per farlo. Nella parte finale del mio inter-
vento sottolineavo come la poesia alessandrina, in particolare
Callimaco, per lo spessore ricercato e 'difficile' dei suoi con-
tenuti, certamente stimola l'esegesi e 'provoca' il lettore a cercare
di capire (e a fissare delle annotazioni per capire?). II lettore ideale

di Callimaco non e forse un... Aristarco?

L. Lehnus: At the end of your paper you speak of a "reader
who is aware of the allusions and has the relevant texts in his
mind or on his bookshelves". Could you spend some more
words on which kind of reader — ancient, modern, or perhaps
both — you have in mind?

M.A. Harder. Basically the reader, whom I have described in
rather concrete terms at the end of my paper, is the 'ideal reader',

as constructed and evoked by the text: a reader who is able to
recognize and interpret the allusions to earlier texts. As we have

just seen this concept is not without problems, but the notion
of the 'ideal reader' is closely linked to the concept of allusion
which I have used in my paper. And, yes, if we were to look for
an example in the real world of this kind of reader of Calli-
machus' work he might well be a scholar like Aristarchus.

S. Stephens-. Within modern critical theory intertextuality is

constructed to include all texts, not just poetry. Yet when we
talk about ancient poetry, we seem to restrict intertexts to poetic
models. The effect of this tendency for Hellenistic poetry is to
locate its production entirely within the poetic models of the

past (hence its antiquarian look) while ignoring both earlier and

contemporary prose traditions, with the result that much ofwhat

might have been contemporary culture is de facto eliminated.

M.A. Harder: To a large extent this is true, but then the texts
themselves seem to direct us towards their poetic models much
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more than to prose traditions. Even so, we do get glimpses of
other traditions in the Aetia\ there is, e.g., the long summary of
the prose-work by Xenomedes in ft. 75,54ff. and there are
references to various sources in fr. 92,2f. (the 'Leandrian Tales')
and fr. 103 (the xupßn;), and implicitly Timaeus may be present
in the parts of the Aetia which deal with the Sicily and the West.
I can imagine that a careful and systematic investigation of the

way in which all this material has been worked in could help to
place Hellenistic poetry in a broader and less confined cultural
context.

Th. Fuhrer. I am really inclined to take the examples which
illustrate Acontius' feelings during his wedding-night at 'face-

value', as you call it. Is there not a certain danger to read more
into the text only after Reinsch-Werner made this suggestion that
we might also think of sterility and death? I would prefer to say
that we are allowed to think this way, but we should be cautious

to attribute these thoughts too quickly to the mind of the author.

P.J. Parsons-. A bit more general discussion may be needed
about the 'baggage' carried by mythological references. How far,

or by what means, can we know that xdc tou Spapaxop are

or should be present to the reader's mind?

M.A. Harder. I agree that there is no way in which we can be

certain that these allusions were 'intended' by the author and
that they were picked up by readers at any given time. We can
only say that the text may evoke the notions ofsterility and death,
which are connected to Iphiclus and Midas in the tradition, and
that an 'ideal reader' may pick them up (which brings us back

to the questions about the concept of'allusion' discussed earlier).
As to this specific case one might argue that at least the fate

of Iphiclus may well have been known to learned Alexandrian
readers (see n.ll), so that in this respect the demands on the
'ideal reader' do not seem unrealistic. The fact that Reinsch-
Werner was the first to point out these aspects of Iphiclus and
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Midas is not, I think, a reason for assuming that the connection
is too far-fetched: if the text suggests this kind of allusion to
the tradition one should explore its implications (although I
fully agree that one should be very careful).

Th. Fuhrer: The function of the break-off formula to avoid

narrating heroic deeds is Pindaric as well as Callimachean: in
P. 4,247 ff. Pindar breaks off the tale of Jason's killing of the

dragon and the following heroic episodes. What is specifically
Callimachean then, is that the text in fr. 57,1-4 makes the reader
and Heracles cooperate in taking over the narrator's role (see on this
device also D. Meyer, "Die Einbeziehung des Lesers in den

Epigrammen des Kallimachos", in Callimachus, ed. by M.A. Harder,

R.F. Regtuit, G.C. Wakker [Groningen 1993], 161-75).

M.A. Harder: I am pleased that you agree with me that the
notion of the cooperation between the narrator, reader and Heracles

is typical of Callimachus. Even so, I think that also in his

use of the breaking-off formula to avoid telling heroic deeds

Callimachus goes further than Pindar in the passage you
mentioned: in Pi. P. 4,224ff. Jason's yoking of the oxen and the

plowing of the field is told at some length and his efforts are said

to be much admired by those around him, and when in 247ff.
a breaking-off formula leads up to a one-line description of the

killing of the dragon in 249 one feels that, indeed, after 224ff.
a second, similar description of bravery would have been
superfluous. Thus my impression is that here Pindar is using the

breaking-off formula rather to keep the description of heroic
deeds within bounds, whereas in fr. 57,1-4 Callimachus seems

to leave out Heracles' heroic exploit altogether (having replaced
it by Molorcus' battle with the mice).

R. Hunter: Some points of contact (e.g. odvoAecov) between

SH 264,1-4 and [Theoc.] 25 support the view that the narrative

avoided in Callimachus is that of the Nemean lion.
Depending on one's view of the chronology, one poet has filled
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in 'the gap' left by the other, or avoided a subject already treated

at great length.

M.A. Harder. Thank you for adding this argument.

S. Stephens-. Can we really imagine that the Greeks in early
Alexandria were particularly scandalized by brother-sister-marriage

or that a dirty epigram on the subject was the reason for
Sotades' execution?

M.A. Harder. The Alexandrians were probably taught to
accept this kind of marriage and referred to the example of Hera
and Zeus as a worthy precedent. If Pretagostini and Cameron
are right, Sotades gave an obscene twist to this example and I
think it is conceivable that Callimachus is here dissociating himself

from that. Whether or not the poem was the cause of
Sotades' execution is another matter: personally I think it likely
that the biographical tradition about him thus simplified a far

more complex state of affairs.

A.S. Hollis: On Call. fr. 75,4ff. I agree that the secret
marriage of Zeus and Hera does not provide an obvious aetion for
the Naxian fertility rite. A scholar whose identity I do not know
once suggested to me that the strange story in Schol.adTheoc.
15,64 (p.90 Dübner) might lie behind this aposiopesis.
Callimachus is surely teasing his erudite readers. When he says that
he is lucky not to have been initiated at Eleusis, could he want
us to remember the story that Aeschylus was accused of revealing

the mysteries (Anist. EN 3,1,17, 1111a)?

M.A. Harder. Thank you for the reference. As to Aeschylus,

yes, it is conceivable that Callimachus wanted us to remember
the story about him revealing the mysteries, although, on the
other hand, the risks of violating the secrecy of the Eleusinian

mysteries were probably well-known, so that a reference to them
would not necessarily evoke one particular story.
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P.J. Parsons-. Two other possible explanations of fr. 75,4-7, to
avoid Cameron's convolutions. (1) Using the Naxian rite:
apupiSaXei corresponds to xoxvjac; in II. 14,296; so 7taiSl refers to
the age of Zeus and Hera; so it is not the marriage as such, but
the precocity which is shameful. (2) What is shameful is not
the marriage, but the possible voyeurism of the poet in recounting

the details. So 5 xa rrep oüy octly] corresponds to xa py] Öspuxa

in Hymn 5,78 and elsewhere of seeing divine nakedness?

M.A. Harder: Thank you for your suggestions. As to (1) I am
somewhat doubtful, because I am not sure that tzwAI in this kind
of context could evoke the notion of precocious sex. The ritual
of the bride spending the night before the wedding with a young
boy whose parents were both alive did not take the form of a

ritual marriage, but simply of sleeping with such a boy, because

that was believed to promote fertility (see e.g. E. Kagarow, "Der
Naxische Hochzeitsgebrauch", in ARW 26 [1928], 362, who
gives parallels from other cultures). As to (2), I shall have to
think about that. My first impression is that in b. 5,78 the

emphasis is more clearly on seeing so that there can be no doubt
about the notion of Voyeurism', whereas in fr. 75,5 xa 7tep ouy
6(717] "what is against divine law" seems to be more general.

L. Lehnus: I fully share your caution in not overstating the

ambiguity of the lock's gender. It is true that at fr. 110,8 and
110,62 a masculine recurs (ßooxpuyop, rcXoxapop), but in both
cases the accompanying first-person pronoun makes graphically
clear that the queen is speaking through her lock.

M.A. Harder. Thank you for your observation.

S. Stephens: Do you think that the metatextual opening of
the Aetia - which consists of a series of near quotations from
previous writers on the nature of poetry (Aristophanes, Hesiod,
Plato, at least) — would condition or predispose a reader to
a deeper or more consistently intertextual reading than usual?
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(This is taking what you suggest and pushing it forward to the

prologue.) Do you think Callimachus may have been the creator
of this style?

M.A. Harder. Yes, I think it would. One could regard the

emphatically metatextual prologue as a kind of key given to the
reader of the Aetia, which showed him how he should read this
work if he were not to fall into the trap into which the Telchines
fell, who apparently read Callimachus' work in the 'wrong' way
and therefore were not able to appreciate it.

Although intertextuality is also an important aspect of the
work of poets like Apollonius and Theocritus, I have the impression

that the way in which Callimachus makes use of it is

typical of him and may well have been created by him. Roughly
speaking one could say that the work of Apollonius and
Theocritus can also be appreciated and enjoyed by readers who do

not pick up the allusions, whereas in Callimachus, and particularly

in the Aetia, such readers would miss too much and might
regard the stories as flat and antiquarian.

Th. Fuhrer. In what sense does the imagery of the burden of
old age in the Aetia prologue get enlightened by the allusion to
the passage in Euripides' Heracles? In what sense can we assume
that the reader would have to be conditioned?

M.A. Harder: This question touches upon a concrete example

of what we have just discussed in more general terms.
I think that the choral song in Eur. HF 637ff. elaborates the

aspects of singing in old age mentioned briefly in the Aetia-
prologue: the burden of old age, the wish to escape from it, the

lasting devotion of the Muses, and the conviction that thanks
to them singing like a swan is still possible are treated by
Callimachus in only ca. 9 lines, but for the reader who reads

the passage from the Heracles as well these notions are, as it
were, brought to life by the old chorus' song and the impact
of Callimachus' statement may be heightened by this. On the
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other hand, other issues are also brought to the reader's attention:

Callimachus' briefness may stand out against the longer
treatment in the Heracles and may invite comparison, elegiac
and lyric treatment of similar issues may be contrasted, the fact
that the chorus will sing about Heracles may help to
foreshadow the subject of some of the aitia. Summarizing one may
say that the reader is invited to think about several issues that

go beyond the surface of the text and is thus being prepared for
reading the Aetia.

S. Stephens-. Do the repeated evocations of the Odyssey tend

to build up so that, again, the reader is conditioned to look for
further Odyssean elements, as it were, to construct an Odyssean
subtext?

M.A. Harder: Do you mean in fr. 178? I guess they do. It would
be very interesting, in this respect, if we had the full story of
Peleus at Icus, which seems to have been connected with the

nostos-story of Neoptolemus and thus could be thought to
'invite' the construction of an Odyssean subtext.

A.S. Hollis-. One could make a similar analysis between
Callimachus' own poems (e.g. Heracles and Thiodamas in Aetia 1

and Hymn 3, talking birds and a catalogue of olives in the Hecale

and the fourth Iambus). In some ways it would be more
convenient for you if Apollonius' Argonautica pre-dated
Callimachus' Aetia, but I do find that hard to believe with
respect to Aetia 1-2. It seems possible that the order of precedence
is not always the same: early Callimachus (Aetia 1-2) could
influence, but late Callimachus be influenced by, Apollonius
Rhodius.

P.J. Parsons: One should perhaps consider the notion of
transitory intertextuality, if parts e.g. of Apollonius Rhodius' poem
circulated on paper or by recitation before the substantive text
was 'published' (cf. the evidence of the TrposxSocnt;).
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M.A. Harder. Yes, it would certainly be worthwhile investigating

the passages where Callimachus seems to refer to his own
work (there are also, e.g., the interesting examples of the Hyperborean

sacrifices and Apollo's killing of Python).
As to the chronology of Callimachus and Apollonius I agree

that it is hard to imagine that the whole of the Argonautica was
written before Callimachus began the Aetia. The notion of
transitory intertextuality, at which you both hint, might indeed help
here, and one should, perhaps, even bear in mind the possibility
that Callimachus re-arranged or re-formulated bits ofAetia 1 -2
as well when he combined these books with Aetia 3-4, perhaps
in order to make the final edition of the Aetia into yet another

chapter in an ongoing dialogue with the Argonautica.

P.J. Parsons: Is there any influence of Pythian 4 for narrating

the end of the story of the Argonauts and for apypsvoc; in
fr.7,25?

M.A. Harder. There may well be, as it is striking that Pindar in
P. 4,9ff. begins his story of the Argonauts with Medea's prophecy
at Thera, towards the end of their journey, and only in 70fif. tells
about the beginning of the story (starting with a question in
70f., which recalls the traditional invocations of the Muses).

F. Montanari-. Adesso siamo certi che l'inizio degli Aitia e

TcoXXaXji. poi TsXytvsi; (cfr. F. Pontani, in ZPE 128 [1999], 57-
59). Questo mi fa venire in mente il fr. 263 Pf. 80 Hollis dell'
Ecale, che si suppone appartenere alia chiusa del poema. II fram-
mento e tramandato con TroXXaxi at to all'inizio del terzo verso,
seguito da una piccola ma irritante lacuna di una sillaba breve:

e stata avanzata la possibilitä (Maas, Pfeiffer) di supporre una
lacuna piu ampia, pensando che il frammento sia di quattro
versi e spostando TtoXXaxi aeto alia fine del (supposto) terzo
verso. Dobbiamo o possiamo ripensare a questo frammento
dell 'Ecale alia luce dell'inizio degli Aitia e in quale senso? C'e
qualche rapporto fra i due?
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L. Lehnus: Forse la differenza tra le due sistemazioni testuali
(Pfeiffer e Maas) non e cosi importante. Qualunque sia la

posizione di tzoXXocm (meglio owiamente se in inizio di verso),
il richiamo potenziale tra inizio degli Aitia e fine dell'Ecale e

molto attraente. Tanto piü che, sul piano verbale, in entrambi i

casi TCoXXaxi. e seguito da un pronome personale.

M.A. Harder: This is certainly an interesting idea, which
would be worth pursuing. Just as food for further thought I
would like to add that the connection would be particularly
interesting if the Hecale preceded the Aetia in an edition of Cal-
limachus' works (but one should bear in mind that the Diege-
seis suggest the order Aetia — Iambi and lyrical poems —
Hecale): the first line of the Aetia could then be read as a reaction

to the narrator's intention at the end of the Hecale; cf. Ia.
ft. 191,Iff., where the boisterous appearance of Hipponax seems

to confirm that, indeed, we have come to the 'pedestrian
pastures' announced at the end of the Aetia in fr. 112,9.
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